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Abstract Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is
not only highly prevalent, persistent and impairing but also is
one of the most heritable of all psychiatric disorders. As a
result, ADHD has been the focus of considerable genetic
research. The results of recent genetic studies are reviewed
with a focus on the emerging picture and future trends. ADHD
appears to be a complex disorder in which multiple genetic
and environmental risks contribute to a quantitative trait. At
the same time, there is growing evidence that in a proportion
of cases, individually rare variants such as copy number
variants may play an important causal role. The more genetic
risks, both common and rare, the more extreme the trait. With
increasing samples and advanced genetic methods, single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and copy number variants
(CNVs) conferring risk for ADHD are being identified. Fur-
ther study will be required before we can understand the
causal significance of these findings. Increased sample size
is an urgent necessity if we are to discover potentially causal
variants. Non-behavioral markers of genetic risk known as
endophenotypes could also play a role in parsing the pheno-
typic and genetic heterogeneity of ADHD as they have in
other complex disorders. Genetic studies in ADHD hold the
potential for refined nosology, more precise diagnosis, and
differential diagnosis, improved early identification leading to
novel intervention strategies and identification of innovative
targets for therapeutics based on a precise understanding of
disease mechanism.
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Introduction

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) has been
the focus of considerable genetic research over the last few
years. Since the initial family and twin studies of the early
1970s [1, 2], there have been about 2,800 publications on
ADHD and genetics with over 300 appearing in 2012–2013
alone. These publications include numerous family and
twin studies, 24 genome-wide association studies, and 32
meta-analyses of genetic findings exploring the genetic
architecture of ADHD. These studies support the role of
genetic influences on ADHD (HugeNavigator; www.cdc.
gov/genomics/hugenet/hugenavigator.htm).

ADHD tends to be a controversial disorder for various
reasons. It has a very high prevalence which varies widely
from 2–3 % to 10 % depending on the assessment measures
that are used, the population one is studying, and the specific
diagnostic criteria and thresholds that are applied (in particular
criteria for pervasiveness of symptoms and impairment)[3].
The diagnosis is applied to those at the extreme of a continu-
ously distributed trait without a clear-cut and universally
agreed threshold [4], and is measured indirectly using parents
or teachers as informants rather than directly with a laboratory
test (there are no known biomarkers or tests for ADHD).
Disagreements among informants are common and are taken
to reflect the subjectivity of the trait, its situational specificity
or measurement error. Many cases remit although most con-
tinue. Many individuals with an ADHD diagnosis exhibit
other disorders (comorbidity) raising the possibility that
ADHD could be a non-specific consequence or epiphenome-
non of other disorders rather than a specific disorder. Themost
common comorbid conditions are conduct disorder (30 %),
depression (30 %), anxiety disorder (20 %), learning disabil-
ities (50 %), and, in a smaller number of cases, bipolar
disorder, autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and eating disor-
ders [5]. In a few instances, ADHD presents in the context of a
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neurodevelopmental disorder such as one of the rare deletion
syndromes like velo-cardio-facial syndrome (VCF, 22q11
deletion). Numerous biological, psychological and social fac-
tors such as prenatal exposure to alcohol, traumatic brain
injury [6, 7], prematurity, low birth weight [8], treatment for
leukemia and psychosocial adversity increase the risk for
ADHD. Even current treatments for ADHD are controversial
because they may have limited long-term benefit.

Although this picture of complexity and uncertainty is iden-
tical to that found in other disorders including most medical
conditions, many use it to challenge the existence of ADHD.
Genetics offers the promise of more precise diagnosis, refine-
ment of current nosology, early detection of affected individ-
uals, prediction of outcome, prevention, and eventually both
improved and increasingly specific treatments [9]. This review
focuses on the most recent developments in the genetics of
ADHD, sets the scene for future developments, and discusses
implications of current genetic discoveries for clinical practice.

The picture of ADHD that is emerging is one of a “com-
plex” disorder much like heart disease or obesity and similar
to other psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) and bipolar disorder. There are two
genetic models of ADHD driving current research. The com-
mon disease - common variant model of ADHD postulates
that multiple genetic and environmental influences each con-
tribute a small amount to a disease phenotype. The greater the
number of these influences, the more extreme the observable
phenotype. Proximally, genetic variants influence synthesis,
structure and function of proteins and distally perturb brain
structure giving rise to variation in physiology, cognition
(thinking, feeling, and acting), and other indices of neuronal
dysfunction which, in turn, engender variations in the observ-
able (phenotypic) manifestations of the disorder. Typically,
phenotype refers to observable phenomena associated with
disease even though any variation that is not genetic, strictly
speaking, is a phenotype. In complex disorders, environmen-
tal factors play an important role by influencing gene expres-
sion, by shaping the pathway from gene to phenotype or
directly impacting on disease expression. This model is con-
sistent with the fact that restlessness, inattentiveness and im-
pulsiveness vary widely in the general population and gener-
ally follow a normal, bell-shaped distribution. ADHD is a
diagnosis that practitioners apply when these behaviors reach a
level that is extreme for the population (DSM IVandDSM5)[10,
11]. By contrast, a rare variant model postulates that there
are many individual genetic variants any one of which
could cause ADHD or contribute a great deal to the pheno-
type in a particular individual. A single causal variant could
be limited to only one family or to very few families in the
population. Other rare variants might cause the same disor-
der in other individuals. Some cases might be genetic but
not inherited because the abnormal gene or genes arises de
novo. For the most part it appears that both common and

rare variants are likely to play a role in ADHD and in other
mental illnesses [12, 13••].

Family Studies of ADHD

Practitioners have for some time observed that ADHD “runs
in families” suggesting, but not proving, that it could be
influenced by a person’s genes. The distribution of a trait
within families has been used to reveal the influence of genetic
factors on that trait because family members share a predict-
able portion of their inherited genetic variation as a function of
the degree of their relatedness. For example, siblings share on
average 50 % of genetic variation (identical by descent) and
cousins share 25 % whereas the extent of genetic relatedness
among two individuals from the general population is far
lower. Also, families are more homogeneous in genetic back-
ground and may be more similar in their exposure to environ-
mental risks than are unrelated cases. If a person is unrelated to
an individual with ADHD, their risk of having ADHD ought
to be like that of anyone in the general population, namely 5–
10 %. But if a person is related, e.g., a sibling of an individual
with a diagnosis of ADHD, who shares 50 % of genetic
inheritance on average, he or she ought to be at increased risk.
This prediction has been confirmed in numerous family stud-
ies: The risk to first-degree relatives of ADHD individuals is
15–60 % (2–6 relative risk) [14] confirming clinical observa-
tions and demonstrating genetic influence on ADHD.

In addition to demonstrating the familial nature of ADHD,
family studies play a role in the validation of ADHD comorbid
subtypes. If comorbidity delineates a genetically distinct sub-
type of ADHD, one should see that particular subtype clus-
tering (breeding true, cosegregating) among relatives within
families. By contrast, if a comorbid condition is a variable
manifestation of common genetic risks (pleiotropy), one
would not expect that a comorbid condition would breed true
within families. Family risk studies indicate that ADHD with
comorbid conduct disorder (CD) [15], pediatric-onset bipolar
[16] disorder or ASD [17] tend to cosegregate in families and,
therefore, could represent potentially distinct genetic sub-
types. By contrast, similar designs have not revealed
cosegregation between nicotine dependence and ADHD [18].

Twin Studies of ADHD

Although family studies provide clear evidence for genetic
influence on a trait, they do not allow for an estimate of the
heritability of that trait because family members also share an
unspecified amount of environmental influences. Heritability
is the proportion of phenotypic variation due to additive
genetic factors. For the most part, heritability has been esti-
mated from twin studies, which allow for estimation of genetic
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and environmental influences on a trait. Twin studies capital-
ize on the fact that monozygotic (MZ; identical twins) share
100 % of genetic inheritance whereas dizygotic (DZ; non-
identical twins) share on average 50 % of their genetic inher-
itance. If one assumes for the moment that MZ and DZ twins
share common environments to a comparable extent, the de-
gree to which genetic factors influence a trait or disease will be
evident in the extent to which MZ twins are more alike than
DZ twins. Twin models partition covariance between MZ and
DZ twins into additive genetic influences on a trait (A), com-
mon environmental influences (C, those that make twins more
alike) and non-shared or unique environmental influences (E,
those that make twins less alike). Heritability (h2) is a number
that reflects the proportion of variation in a trait among indi-
viduals in a population that is due to their genotypes.

There have been numerous twin studies of ADHD dem-
onstrating high heritability of ADHD (~75 %) regardless of
whether ADHD it is measured as a disorder (affected versus
unaffected), a trait (more or less restless, inattentive and
impulsive), as the extreme of a trait distribution, and by
either parent or teacher ratings [19]. Typically, twin studies
find little in the way of shared environmental effects [20•]
although twin studies tend to underestimate the contribu-
tion of environmental and over-estimate the extent of ge-
netic risk factors. ADHD heritability estimates are as high
as estimates for other biological traits such as height and as
high as estimates for other mental illness such as ASD and
schizophrenia, but these later disorders are far less preva-
lent than ADHD. Therefore, one could argue that ADHD is
the most important genetically influenced mental illness of
children and youth [21••].

Recently, twin studies have been exploited to address im-
portant issues in the nature of ADHD beyond the question of
heritability. Analyses of longitudinal twin data show that there
are genetic influences that are stable thereby affecting ADHD
traits throughout childhood and into adolescence, genetic
influences that emerge with time and those that influence early
development but attenuate with development [22]. Moreover,
the longitudinal relationship between the ADHD dimensions
appears to be unidirectional, with hyperactivity-impulsivity in
middle childhood predicting the presence of inattentiveness in
early adolescence, but not vice versa [23].

Twin studies can be used to assess coheritability of multiple
traits in order to determine whether two traits have common
genetic influences, a process known as pleiotropy. Twin stud-
ies reveal correlated familial genetic liabilities contributing to
the comorbidity of ADHD and other neurodevelopmental
disorders including ASD [17, 24–26], ADHD and bipolar
disorder [27], ADHD (in particular inattentive symptoms)
and reading disorder [28, 29], ADHD and mood symptoms,
conduct problems, alcohol and substance use [30–32].

Heritability estimates are specific to populations. Sex and
age with heritability are typically lower in adults. A recent

developmental twin study showed that the shared view of self-
rated and informant-rated ADHD traits is highly heritable
throughout life [22]. This result goes some way to explain
why previous twin studies of ADHD in adults have generated
lower h2 estimates than in children. Estimates of genetic
influences on ADHD are also affected by the nature of the
rating scales that are used to measure ADHD with more
detailed questionnaires, teacher ratings and objective mea-
sures of ADHD traits such as actigraphs (movement detectors)
yielding lower heritability estimates for overall clinician or
parent ratings [19].

Twin studies have their limitations. MZ and DZ may not
have equally common environments due to sharing of placen-
tal environments, for example, and twin analyses cannot easily
accommodate the effect of interactions or correlations be-
tween genetic and environmental risks which to tend to inflate
heritability estimates. Despite these limitations, high heritabil-
ity of ADHD underscores the value of genetic research and
bodes well for gene mapping. High heritability indicates that
there is a strong correlation between the phenotype and geno-
type so that genetic loci that have an effect on the trait should
be detected more easily. However, high heritability does not
establish that a trait has a simple genetic architecture. Herita-
bility could, instead, be a result of many loci contributing to
the trait just as a trait with low heritability could be caused by a
single causal locus [20•]. Moreover, twin studies cannot easily
identify genetic interactions with environmental influences.

Candidate Gene Studies

Although family and twin studies demonstrate the role of
genetic influences in ADHD, they do not provide any means
of identifying the specific genetic risks. A candidate gene
study, which involves what one might think of as an educated
guess about the mechanism of a disease, is one strategy to
investigate specific risks. The method involves assessing the
association of a particular allele or set of alleles of a gene and
the disease itself to determine if the alleles are found more
often in affected than unaffected individuals or is transmitted
along with the disease. But which genes should be studied? In
many complex diseases, scientists have little idea of the un-
derlying mechanism making selection of a candidate gene
problematic and markedly raising the risk of false positive
associations. However, ADHD is known to respond to stim-
ulant medication which in turn is recognized to affect release
and reuptake of neurotransmitters in particular dopamine.
Therefore, it was natural to target genes implicated in these
processes and in other neurotransmitter systems in initial
candidate gene studies. Candidate gene studies have regularly
yielded evidence for association with several genes involved
in dopaminergic (DRD4, DRD5, DAT1), serotonergic
(SLC6A3 and 5-HTT/SLC6A4, HTR1B serotonin receptor
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gene), noradrenergic (such as NET1/SLC6A2, ADRA2A,
ADRA2C) and nicotinergic (CHRNA4) neurotransmission
and receptor function as well as genes involved in neurotrans-
mission and neuronal plasticity (SNAP25, CHRNA4,
NMDA, BDNF, NGF, NTF3, NTF4/5, GDNF) [33].

However, candidate gene approaches are limited by the
validity of our a priori knowledge of disease mechanism,
which is partial at very best. Candidate gene studies run a
substantial risk of generating false positives because of the
large number of gene associations that are tested individually
without correction for the total number of possible associa-
tions and the probability of bias toward publishing positive
but not negative results. It is not surprising then that it has been
uncommon for genetic associations arising candidate gene
studies to be replicated in genome-wide association studies
[34]. Consequently, single association studies must be consid-
ered tentative and thoroughly replicated [35]. Being a com-
plex trait, ADHD is very probably influenced by a number of
different genetic risks and that will make identification of the
role of any single risk difficult in the absence of very large
populations. Finally, candidate gene studies focus on particu-
lar genetic markers, which may not be the causal gene but are
linked or inherited along with the causative gene as it is passed
from generation to generation. Only a few candidate genes
have been replicated in genome-wide studies. For these rea-
sons, scientists have moved away from candidate gene studies
of ADHD toward linkage and association studies, which are
not biased on a priori assumptions of disease mechanism.

Genome-wide Approaches

Both linkage and association designs use regularly spaced,
highly variable (i.e., polymorphic) DNA segments termed
markers (single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) that are
spread throughout the genome and whose genomic location
is known precisely. In exome sequencing, these markers are
concentrated in exomes, the 1 % of the genome that plays a
role in protein coding, but which is thought to harbor the
majority of disease-causing mutations. Having said that, ge-
netic associations in other diseases have identified risks as so-
called gene deserts, which are regions with no known protein-
coding variants [36••]. In association studies, genomes of
individuals with ADHD are compared with genomes of unaf-
fected individuals (controls) in order to identify differences.
Any SNP marker that is found in disordered individuals
significantly more often than in unaffected individuals is said
to be associated with the disease. In linkage studies, genomes
of various members of the same family with the same disorder
are compared for sharing. Regions that are shared among
similarly affected family members are said to be linked to
the disease. In both linkage and association studies, identified

regions are studied further to work out what gene may be
carrying the risk [37].

Linkage and association studies of ADHD have not shown
any associations that pass a rigorous level for genome-wide
significance for the most part suggesting that the effects of
common risk variants are individually very small, that sample
sizes have been far too small or that multiple genetic pathways
might lead to apparently common phenotypic consequences
(genetic heterogeneity) [37, 38]. The problem of small sample
size is a serious one and has been tackled by formation of the
Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC; http://pgc.unc.edu)
in 2007 and the ADHD Genetics Consortium. The PGC aims
to undertake mega-analyses using individual-level genotype
and phenotype data rather than meta-analyses which are based
on summary data such as odds ratios. Building and maintain-
ing the necessary databases and shaping the required collab-
oration have been great achievements. The PGC incorporates
GWAS data frommore than 19 countries and for several major
mental illnesses including ADHD. In 2013, the PGC pub-
lished the results of the largest genome-wide analysis of
psychiatric disorders to date by examining GWAS data in five
disorders (ADHD, ASD, major depression, bipolar disorder
and schizophrenia) in 33,332 cases and 27,888 controls of
European ancestry [36••]. SNPs at four loci surpassed the
cutoff for genome-wide significance (p <5×10–8) in the pri-
mary analysis: regions on chromosomes 3p21 and 10q24, and
SNPs within two L-type voltage-gated calcium channel sub-
units, CACNA1C and CACNB2. Except for CACNA1C
(which suggested an affect limited to BPD and SCZ), these
SNPS fit a model in which all five disorders in the analysis
were similarly affected. These results implicate a specific
biological pathway—voltage-gated calcium-channel
signaling—as a contributor to the pathogenesis of several
psychiatric disorders, and support the potential of this path-
way as a therapeutic target for psychiatric disease.

Cross-disorder studies are pushing the field to consider
ways in which a single variant could confer risk for phenom-
enologically distinct disorder (pleiotropy). Although the PGC
study is groundbreaking, the approach is most suited to iden-
tify common variants rather than rare mutations or copy
number variants (to be discussed below). Moreover, the
PGC analyses cannot yet control for diagnostic misclassifica-
tion, heterogeneity or comorbidity. Finally, the ADHD sample
in the PGC analysis was the smallest of all disorders (1,947
child, mother and father trios and 840 cases compared with,
for example, over 9,000 cases for SCZ and MDD).

Genome-wide analyses set high levels for statistical signif-
icance because they involve a large number of statistical tests
(millions depending on the density of the array used). How-
ever, rigorous levels for significance in genome-wide studies
could obscure the role of genes that individually contribute
only modestly to ADHD. Pathway analysis is an approach for
grouping individual, low intensity, genetic findings into
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functional networks to determine whether they converge with-
in particular biological pathways. A recent pathway analysis
showed that the top hits from ADHD GWAS studies tend to
convergence in a limited number of pathways: 45 of the 85
top-ranked candidate genes encode proteins that play a role in
the process of neurite outgrowth [39]. This finding fits well
with research indicating widely distributed neural abnormali-
ties and developmental delays (reduced cortical thickness and
volume reductions) in ADHD and a wide range of resulting
cognitive deficits. These results, however, are limited by the
inadequacy of our knowledge about gene function.

Genome-wide methods offer entirely new techniques for
assessing heritability of a trait in populations of apparently
unrelated individuals. Genetic markers spread throughout the
genome such as those assessed by microarrays can be used to
estimate relatedness between pairs of individuals, because the
more that individuals are related, the greater the sharing of
marker alleles. The extent of estimated relatedness can be
correlated with the magnitude of phenotypic similarity en-
abling heritability to be estimated. These estimates are known
as SNP heritability (h2

SNP). Applying this method, Wray and
the PGC [36••] estimated that the heritability of ADHD was
0.28. This estimate is lower than twin estimates because it
omits the contribution of some causal variants that are not
associated with common SNPs in most arrays, and that of less
common or rare causal variants. Nevertheless, this estimate is
a lower bound estimate of heritability and is as high as that of
other mental illnesses and traits such as body mass index,
Alzheimer’s disease and multiple sclerosis when measured
by SNP heritability. The Wray et al., study confirmed the
coheritability (shared genetic risks) of ADHD and MDD
(0.32) but did not detect significant shared genetic risk with
ASD, BPD or schizophrenia contrary to previous twin and
family studies.

Copy Number Variations (CNVs)

Copy number variation (CNVs) is one possible source of
genetic variation in human diseases. Copy number variants
are segments of DNA of various sizes in which there is a
deletion, insertion or duplication, abnormal position
(translocations) or orientation (inversions) of a DNA segment
involving many SNPs. CNVs are not visible under a micro-
scope like chromosomal abnormalities but they are much
larger than single nucleotide variants (SNV). Some CNVs
play a role in normal variation whereas other CNVs may be
disease-causing. CNVs are found in everyone’s genomes
where they account for more of the total variation in the
human genome than do SNPs. CNVs can be inherited or be
de novo mutations, can disrupt gene function much like a
SNP, and can increase or decrease the dose of a gene product.

Typically, one searches for CNVs using genome-wide
methods akin to GWAS, but instead of looking for variation
in SNPs, one is looking for larger portions of atypical DNA.
Once found, it can be difficult to establish their pathogenicity.
The highest priority CNVs are those that are not found in
healthy control data sets, appear in the DNA of many affected
individuals but not in unaffected individuals, and/or have been
associated previously with neurodevelopmental diseases of
various kinds. Large CNVs may be more likely to affect gene
function than are smaller ones. Using this approach to priori-
tization, we and others have found evidence for association of
CNVswith ADHD: 9% of ADHD cases had a priority CNVof
which about 1.7 % were de novo rather than inherited [40•].
Several of these CNVs were found in multiple cases providing
good candidates for future work. Many of the CNVs that have
been found in ADHD are known to appear in other
neurodevelopmental disorders such as intellectual deficiency
and ASD. For that reason, we studied a sample of ASD
participants for the ADHD-related CNVs and were able to find
ASD cases with the same variants in about half of observed
CNVs. This observation of overlapping CNV findings pro-
vides another piece of evidence for common genetic mecha-
nisms in neurodevelopmental disorders in particular ADHD
and ASD [41]. The strongest association with ADHD and
ASDwas deletions in ASTN2 and TRIM32, but we also found
shared genes in CHCHD3, MACROD2, and the 16p11.2
region. In a subsequent and larger study, Williams et al. [42]
found an enrichment of rare CNVs in ADHD compared to
controls with large CNVs (>500 kb) showing the greatest
enrichment (1.28-fold). CNVs identified in ADHD case sub-
jects were significantly enriched for loci implicated in ASD
and in schizophrenia. Duplications spanning the CHRNA7
gene at chromosome 15q13.3 were associated with ADHD in
single-locus analysis and a duplication at 15q13.3 appeared to
be associated with comorbid conduct disorder. These results
provide support for a role of rare CNVs in ADHD and confirm
the theory that many neurodevelopmental disorders may share
common genetic determinants.

Environmental Risks and Genetics

Many individual environmental risks have been associated
with ADHD including low birth weight, maternal smoking,
extreme environmental deprivation, maternal stress and alco-
hol use. What is less clear is whether these environmental
exposures play a direct causative role in ADHD, increase risk
for ADHD only in the presence of some genetic risks (gene by
environment interactions) or are actually correlated with the
actual genetic risk. For example, it is possible that the in-
creased risk for ADHD among offspring ofmothers who drink
is a result of in utero exposure to alcohol or a result of
inheritance from mothers who themselves have ADHD traits
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are, therefore, more likely to drink during pregnancy. Recent
research on these topics involves the use of genetically in-
formed designs such as comparison of the risk to offspring
who are genetically related or unrelated by virtue of assisted
conception [43]. Another approach [44] examines outcomes
in relationship to specific candidate genes (e.g., DRD4 and
DAT1) and environmental exposures (toxins and prenatal
smoke exposure). Collectively, these studies have not found
conclusive evidence for gene by environment interactions in
ADHD. There is a clear need for further research of this kind.

Endophenotypes

One of the more interesting current debates in ADHD genetics
has been about the potential role of endophenotypes in genetic
research. An endophenotype (fromGr ‘endo’meaning ‘within’
and ‘pheinen’meaning ‘to show’) is a measure that reflects the
action of genetic risks for disease, is biologically closer to the
actual action of those genes and mediates the link between
underlying genetic risk and phenotypic manifestations of dis-
ease. Cholesterol level has been used as an endophenotype in
the study of cardiovascular disease [45] and as amarker of long
life [46] because it is known to be influenced both by genetic
and environmental factors [47] and is known to be moderated
by a number of gene products. It is unlikely that heart disease
causes elevated cholesterol and much more likely that the
underlying risks for heart disease are manifest in hypercholes-
terolemia which in turn leads to abnormal cardiac function and
eventual infarction. Implicit in endophenotype models of
ADHD and other disease traits is the notion that underlying
causative genetic variance influences certain traits (e.g., brain
structure or cognitive function) which in turn are the causes of
the disease phenotype. Various measures could serve as
endophenotypes, but the prime candidates for endophenotypes
in ADHD are the cognitive deficits that are readily detected in
ADHD. There are many such deficits including deficits in
various aspects of inhibitory control, working memory,
sustained attention, processing speed and response variability.
In the final analysis, the best endophenotype will be the one
that proves to be most useful in genetic research by
subgrouping affected individuals (those with and without a
particular cognitive deficit) or as an alternative phenotype.
Over the last few years, research into identifying optimal
endophenotypes of ADHD has been intensifying.

Among the important criteria for a valid endophenotype is
that the putative endophenotype is influenced by genetic
factors and that these influences are common to those influ-
ences on ADHD itself. Family studies offer one way to test
this hypothesis. If a putative endophenotype is under genetic
influence, then unaffected relatives of affected individuals
ought to manifest the trait [48, 49]. There have been multiple
studies demonstrating that apparently unaffected siblings and

parents of individuals with ADHD have deficient response
inhibition, slow and processing speed and several other traits
[50]. Crosbie et al., studied response inhibition, latency and
variability in relationship to ADHD traits in a general popu-
lation sample of about 15,000 children and youth and ob-
served clustering of ADHD and cognitive traits within fami-
lies [51]. Twin studies afford another critical test of the same
hypothesis. Schachar et al., found that several aspects of
response inhibition were heritable and shared genetic risk with
each other and with ADHD traits [52]. Others have observed
that response time variability is under genetic control in
ADHD [53].

On the horizon are studies in which brain structure and
function as assessed using neuroimaging techniques of in-
creasing sophistication are linked to increasingly more de-
tailed mapping of individual genomes for identification of
specific structure-function relationships in ADHD. Given the
small size of the expected effects, it will be critical to pursue
collaborative studies (see Enigma Consortium; http://enigma.
loni.ucla.edu). Neuroimaging genetics deserves a review in its
own right and will not be discussed here.

Conclusions

Genetic research strongly supports the role of genetic risk
factors in ADHD. Yet, collectively current candidate gene,
genome-wide and CNV studies explain relatively little of the
apparent heritability of ADHD. Collectively, this “problem” is
referred to as the “missing heritability” problem. It is not
specific to ADHD genetics but applies to current findings in
all complex traits. Clearly, the field is challenged to explain
accounts for this missing heritability for which there are
numerous possible reasons. Current genome-wide methods
are unable to detect the effect of rare variants that collectively
could account for a substantial amount of human disease but
which are individually rare. Secondly, current array technolo-
gies do not adequately cover all possible sources of variation
in the human genome. Thirdly, we have a very incomplete
understanding of how various genes interact among them-
selves and with environmental risks in shaping a phenotype.
Fourth, some genetic variants are known to affect phenotype
only when inherited from a particular parent. Finally, epige-
netic factors could well play a role in ADHD but are entirely
independent of DNA sequence. Epigenetics refers to non-
coding variation in the human genome that can affect gene
expression and can be transmitted from one generation to the
next. Epigenetics deserves its own discussion.

The emerging picture is one of substantial complexity
similar to that found in other psychiatric disorders and many
medical conditions. It is likely that genetic research will
fractionate ADHD into various dimensions involving genetic
risks that are partially unique and partially shared with other
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dimensions. These dimensions might involve the familiar in-
attention versus hyperactivity-impulsivity distinction but also
might involve comorbid subtypes (e.g., ADHD with and with-
out substance abuse disorder), [54], behaviors in different
situations and at different points in development. Some genetic
influences likely play a role in persistence into adulthood of
childhood symptoms whereas other influences may come and
go or affect the timing of critical aspects of brain or cognitive
development. Current findings suggest that we will find both
common variants and rare variants in ADHD with most vari-
ants being inherited but with others being do novo. We are on
the verge of an entirely new generation of genetic research
driven by the ability to sequence a person’s entire genome for a
reasonable cost although the analytic challenges will be formi-
dable. To date, evidence for the environmental factors acting
directly or indirectly via gene-environmental interaction is
weak, but intensive study is ongoing, and it is reasonable to
assume that such factors will be found. These efforts will
require a far better understanding of the environments that
are likely to interact with genetic risk. This type of research
will require large samples as well because some environmental
exposures might affect few individuals. The role of epigenetic
mechanisms in the action of genetic risks in ADHD has barely
been studied, but will be, no doubt, actively pursued. In addi-
tion to the above complexities, there is growing evidence that
some causal genetic risks might increase likelihood of multiple
psychiatric illnesses whereas others might be specific to
ADHD or any other single disorder. Comparison of the genetic
signatures of various disorders will probably become the stan-
dard of genetic research in the near future.

Perhaps the greatest current impediment to progress in
ADHD is that of sample size. Efforts to build an ADHD
genetics consortium have been quite successful. But larger
samples are required. In the sample size game, ADHD lags
well behind despite the fact that ADHD is the most highly
prevalent of inherited mental illnesses and is well short of the
point at which initial genome-wide significant findings tend to
appear. We have to redouble our efforts at sample collection
and ensure that ADHD receives the attention it deserves
among funders and advocacy groups. ADHD genetics will
also need to explore alternative research designs. For the most
part, genetic studies have been based on case–control designs
in which samples are collected from affected individuals and
compared with unaffected controls. This strategy involves
several inherent problems. First, criteria for ADHD are quite
variable across sites and over time. Even though existing
diagnostic strategies are appropriate for clinical purposes,
variation in assessment and diagnostic approaches may intro-
duce unhelpful “noise” into genetic analyses. The problem is
compounded by inclusion of ADHD samples from around the
world. It might be time for the adoption of research diagnostic
criteria and dimensional measures (http://www.nimh.nih.gov/
research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml) in addition to clinical

criteria such as DSM 5. Second, it is clear that the
distinction between cases and controls, even if reliably made
across sites and over time, may reduce the power to discover
causal genetic (or other) influences. If ADHD is the extreme
of a normally distributed trait, then individuals who are just
above whatever threshold one sets are not much different than
those who are just below the threshold because causative
variants can generate substantial variation even in
supposedly normal individuals. This effect can be readily
seen in population trait studies [13••, 51]. Quantitative trait
measures in future genetic studies will allow distinctions to be
made in both clinical and control samples. Given the high
prevalence of ADHD-traits in the general population, many
readily available genomic control samples could generate
false negatives because of the inadvertent inclusion of controls
with high levels of ADHD traits. Recent simulations indicate
that if a disorder is prevalent in the population and individual
SNPs account for substantial phenotypic variance, population
samples assessed with trait measures may confer as much
power as case–control studies at similar sample size. The
advantage of population-based studies using quantitative
traits, of course, is their feasibility.

A good argument can be made for the utility of non-
behavioral phenotypes (subphenotypes or endophenotypes)
in the next wave of ADHD genetic research. If this is going
to happen, it will be critical for ADHD geneticists to agree to a
limited number of common measures. Otherwise, it will be
impossible to achieve required sample size. Good candidates
for the role of ADHD endophenotype must undergo rigorous
testing prior to inclusion in genetic research if we are to avoid
expensive and time-consuming mistakes.

Genetic methods are now very powerful and will soon be
able to sequence an individual’s entire genome. Variants of
any kind will require careful replication and follow up re-
search for understanding any potential causal role. There will
be a need to study how the variant, if inherited, segregates
with ADHD in family members. We will need to screen large
numbers of individuals in the general population to establish a
link between the CNVand the phenotype. Given what we now
know about shared genetic risks across disorders, it will be
critical to compare any genetic findings in ADHD with those
in other disorders [40•]. Future studies of ADHD in relation-
ship to other psychiatric disorders hold the promise of a
redefinition of the boundaries between disorders, refined di-
agnosis and early detection of risk.

Genetic research carries critical implications for practi-
tioners, educators and patients and quite possibly for the gen-
eral public who shows enormous interest in genetics and its
implications for their health. In some clinical situations, such as
presence of ASD or intellectual deficiency, genetic arrays are
already being run on a routine basis for clinical purposes. It
may not be long before genetic arrays can be used in routine
practice for other neurodevelopmental disorders such as
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ADHD. Even if genetic testing is not available as a medical
test, it might not be long before ADHD patients begin to avail
themselves of commercially available genetic testing. As a
result, practitioners must be current with genetic findings and
understand the risks carried by any particular genetic factor, the
relative risks and benefits of genetic testing and the importance
of communicating these risks to both affected individuals and
their relatives (National Coalition for Health Professional Ed-
ucation in Genetics http://www.nchpeg.org/index.php?option=
com_content&view=article&id=120&Itemid=118).
Practitioners much learn both what to tell patients and their
families and how to communicate this information.

As genome-wide arrays become available in clinical prac-
tice, clinicians will need to prioritize which patients to send for
testing. For the moment, priority should probably be given to
patients with congenital anomalies, low intelligence, multiple
medical problems, positive family history or dysmorphic fea-
tures, because these seem to be the cases that are generating
the highest yield of rare, potentially causal CNVs. Some of the
genetic results may soon be useful for prediction of future
disorder whereas other results may not be useful for prediction
although these results might help us in the short run learn more
about ADHD. Practitioners will need to be aware of the
possibility of false positive (unanticipated) findings and the
effects that genetic testing might have on treatment decisions,
pregnancy, stigmatization and insurability. Recent research
indicates that patients are overwhelmingly interested in receiv-
ing information about their genetic risks. Genetically-
informed counseling for ADHD may soon become an impor-
tant aspect of clinical care.
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